We study the impact of information transparency in B2B auctions. Specifically, we measure the effect of concealing winners' identities on auction outcomes using a large-scale, quasi-natural field experiment. Contrary to the conventional wisdom that "the more information, the better," we find that concealing winners' identities leads to a significant increase in price by approximately 6%, and such effect holds true across both online and offline channels as well as different types of bidders. We further explore the mechanism that drives the observed effect. The empirical analysis suggests that the price increase may primarily stem from the disruption of imitative bidding which relies on the identification of fellow competitors. Our findings have important implications for the design of auction markets, especially multi-channel B2B markets.
Introduction
One of the central issues in auction design is how much information should be disclosed to bidders (Milgrom and Weber 1982) . The choice arises in both the public and private sectors, ranging from allocating natural resources such as timber, offshore oil rights, and spectrum licenses to sales of artwork, real estate, and various commodities. While a large body of theoretical work has identified conditions under which one disclosure policy outperforms the others on efficiency or revenue, empirical evidence is rather limited, partly because many markets tend to "operate under a given set of rules rather than experimenting with alternative designs" (Athey et al. 2011, p.1) .
Undoubtedly, the choice of information disclosure policies reflects a variety of considerations (e.g., efficiency, privacy, etc.). For example, in the U.S., due to "Freedom of Information Act", procurement auctions in the public sector is often subject to strict transparency requirements that require full disclosure of bidders' identities as well as their bids. By contrast, auction houses such as Christie's and Sotheby's typically preserve the anonymity of winning bidders. Further, in many real markets, the information disclosure problem can be very subtle: sellers may not be able to observe and disclose information directly, or they may not have full control of bidders' perceived content of the information (Abraham et al. 2013) .
Recognizing these real-world complications, in this paper, we study the information disclosure problem in the context of the worlds' largest wholesale market of cut flowers, namely, the Dutch Flower Auctions (DFA). The DFA features a dynamic, complex B2B market where trades between sellers and buyers are facilitated through multi-unit, sequential Dutch auctions. Traditionally, each bidder in the DFA is assigned a unique identity, which is often used by the same bidder for years, and the winner's identity is publicly disclosed after each sale. Such practice has conflicting effects on the bidding dynamics. On the one hand, it may induce more aggressive bidding behavior in the presence of negative identity-dependent externalities (Varma 2002) , as bidders can track their competitors' successful purchases in the past auctions. On the other hand, the public disclosure of winners' identities may also facilitate bidders' learning in sequential rounds (Jeitschko 1998 ) and result in considerable bid shading. As such, whether or not to disclose winners' identities is a critical design choice for this B2B auction market.
We conducted a large-scale, quasi-natural field experiment to examine the impact of withholding winners' identities on auction outcomes. Specifically, we manipulated the information disclosure policy at a major auction site from mid-November to early December 2012 by removing winner's identities from the screen of auction clocks while keeping all other aspects unchanged. To establish a causal inference of the effect of the policy change, we constructed a matched sample that contains transaction data from both the experiment site and a comparison site from late October till the end of December 2012. Using the difference-in-differences estimation approach, we find that bidders pay significantly higher prices when winners' identities were concealed from public view. Such finding holds up to various specifications and robustness tests.
Several potential mechanisms that may result in the price increase when winners' identities are withheld rather than publicly disclosed. Drawing upon the B2B nature of these auctions, we consider two mechanisms that may explain the effect: the mitigation of tacit collusion, and the disruption of imitative bidding. Based on our analyses of differential treatment effects and changes in bidders' dynamic interaction pattern, the explanation that is most consistently supported for why withholding winners' identities leads to the price increase is that bidders tend to imitate their fellow competitors and shade their bids accordingly. Once the winners' identities are concealed, it becomes difficult to identify the fellow competitors as well as their bids, thus bidders are forced to use the most recent bids as the reference points ("anchors") when making their bidding decisions.
Our paper makes several contributions to both theory and practice of auction design. First, we contribute to the literature on information disclosure by examining the role of identity disclosure in sequential auctions. In the traditional literature of market design, the identities of participants are typically assumed to play a minimal role in determining the outcome of the exchanges. However, with the proliferation of online markets, this is not the case anymore: due to the lack of face-to-face interactions, participants in online markets have to establish themselves in a formal manner as legitimate (Smith 2007) . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first that has systematically investigated the identity disclosure problem in sequential auctions. Second, by exploring the underlying mechanisms which drive the differences in bidding dynamics and outcomes under different disclosure policies, we also shed new light on the understanding of the information transmission and learning in sequential auctions. Third, unlike most of the previous studies, we empirically measure the impact of alternative disclosure policies in a complex, dynamic B2B market. Thus our findings offer more actionable insights into the practical design. Specifically, contrary to the common wisdom that "the more transparent, the better" in market design, our results show that sellers do not necessarily benefit from the commitment to disclosing all the available information and highlight the behavioral aspects of different disclosure policies in shaping bidders' dynamic interactions. Finally, it is worthy to note that although we have primarily focused on the DFA, our findings are also useful for policy makers in other B2B markets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature. Section 3 introduces the empirical setting. Section 4 describes the data and preliminary analysis. Section 5 provides the details of our empirical analyses and results. Section 6 discusses the potential mechanisms behind the empirical findings and offers an explanation to the observed effect. Finally, Section 7 discusses the contributions and implications, and reflect on the limitations and point out the directions for future work.
Literature Review
The current research draws upon the interdisciplinary research of auction design, particularly the growing literature on the effects of information disclosure policies on market outcomes, and prior works on the bidding dynamics in sequential auctions.
Information Disclosure in Auctions
One of the most significant findings on information disclosure in auctions is the linkage principle, which states that sellers can raise the expected revenue by increasing information transparency and allowing bidders to learn from each others' bids (Milgrom and Weber 1982) . Due to the challenge of comparing alternative information disclosure policies in the field, the majority of the empirical work related to the linkage principle is based on controlled lab experiments, and the results from these studies are mixed. Kagel and Levin (1986) and Goeree and Offerman (2002) have shown that providing more information can reduce bidders' value uncertainty and thus increase the expected revenue, whereas Haruvy and Katok (2013) find that sealed-bid format generates higher buyer surplus than the dynamic open-bid format in procurement auctions.
Among the few studies that use field data, Jap (2007) reports that in procurement auctions, the less visible the bids are, the more positive the impact is on the interorganizational relationship. Such finding is echoed by Athey et al. (2011) , where the authors show that sealed bid auctions can generate higher revenues than open auctions. By contrast, Cho et al. (2014) and Tadelis and Zettelmeyer (2015) find that disclosing more information results in a significant increase in seller's revenue, which is consistent with the linkage principle. Table 1 provides an overview of the mixed findings from the empirical studies discussed above, which, regardless of the research design and the findings, has exclusively focused on comparing the performance of open and sealed bid auctions.
The linkage principle does not hold, in general, beyond single-unit auctions. For example, Perry and Reny (1999) have shown that in a two-unit Vickrey auction, the release of information has a downward effect (on average) on winning bids and the linkage principle breaks down. Tu (2007) has compared the revenue properties of a number of auction formats and disclosure policies in various two-period sequential auctions. He finds that in the firstprice auction, announcing the winning bid alone yields higher revenue than announcing both the winning and losing bids, which again contradicts the prediction of the linkage principle. Bergemann and Hörner (2010) have also reported that in repeated first-price auctions, the minimal disclosure policy -each bidder only learns whether he wins or loss privately at the end of each round -generates the highest expected revenue. Cason et al. (2011) provide additional insights regarding the observed conflicting results from prior studies by showing that whether or not a full disclosure policy (i.e., both winning and losing bids get revealed) yields higher buyer surplus in procurement auctions depends on the perceived competitiveness in the market.
Our current paper differs from the research mentioned above in at least two aspects. First, the prior studies have exclusively focused on the auctions where bidders have single- Field Experiment Yes unit demand (thus demand reduction is not a concern) whereas we study competitive bidding in sequential auctions where bidders have multi-unit demand in each round. Second, most of the existing research have chosen to address the information disclosure problem by comparing the market performance under complete and partial disclosure of bids. We, on the other hand, focus on a more granular level of the problem by examining alternative disclosure policies within the partial disclosure regime, i.e., the disclosure of bids with and without identity information.
The Effects of Identity Disclosure in Auctions.
Over the past decade, the role of identity disclosure in auction markets has attracted increasing attention from auction theorists. Jehiel and Moldovanu (1996) have documented that the presence of identity-dependent externalities may create intricate strategic effects on bidders' willingness to participate in the market process. Specifically, when bidders experience considerable non-reciprocal identity-dependent externalities 1 , disclosing bidders' identities can increase seller's revenue (Varma 2002) . Nevertheless, one may think of numerous circumstances where the disclosure of bidders' identity information has a negative impact on the auction outcome. In fact, in recent years, many online consumer auction markets (e.g., eBay) have moved toward a less transparent setting where bidders' identities are no longer publicly disclosed. Besides privacy concerns, the public disclosure of bidders' identities may also create a screening effect (Snir and Hitt 2003) which discourages participation. Additionally, it is widely accepted that the disclosure of bidders' identities is that it increases an auction's susceptibility to collusion (Bajari and Yeo 2009 , Cramton and Schwartz 2000 , Marshall and Marx 2009 ) and thereby leads to poor market performance (e.g., reduced revenue). The rationale is as follows. If bidders' identities are publicly observable during an auction, any deviation from the collusive agreement among cartel members can be easily identified, and the punishment can be directed to the defecting member. Given the existence of these conflicting forces, whether it is beneficial to disclose bidder's identity is an empirical question. In light of this, we conduct a large-scale field experiment where we exogenously vary the visibility of bidder's identity information. Compared to prior works on identity disclosure, our empirical setting features a complex B2B market with highly experienced bidders, and this allows us to develop a better understanding about the effects of identity disclosure on bidding dynamics and market performance.
Learning in Sequential Auctions
Compared to single-unit auctions, sequential auctions allow bidders to learn about the market trend from previous rounds of competition. This also makes the analysis of these auctions much more complicated. Within the symmetric independent private value (IPV) paradigm, when bidders have single-unit demand, Weber (1983) shows that the equilibrium price path under the four standard auction formats (English, Dutch, first-price sealed bid, second-price sealed bid) follows a martingale; when bidders have multi-unit Poisson demand, Donald et al. (2006) demonstrate that the equilibrium price path follows a super-martingale, i.e., on average, the equilibrium price increases over time.
Unfortunately, such neat theoretical results are not supported by empirical findings. Specifically, McAfee and Vincent (1993) have detected price declines in sequential rounds in wine auctions; Beggs and Graddy (1997) have observed a similar trend in art auctions; Van den Berg et al. (2001) have provided evidence of price declines in the flower auctions. So far, researchers have offered different explanations for the declining price trend in sequential auctions, which can be broadly cast into two strands. The first strand of work attributes the price decline to bidder heterogeneity regarding risk profiles (McAfee and Vincent 1993) . The second strand emphasizes the information transmission and learning in sequential rounds.
Specifically, Jeitschko (1998) points out that if a bidder thinks there is a positive probability that another bidder has the same valuation for the object under auction, the information transmission has both direct and indirect effect on bidders' strategies. The direct effect refers to the belief updating about the probability that another bidder has the same valuation, and the indirect effect being the trade-off between the benefits associated with winning in early rounds and the benefits of losing but learning more about their competitor's valuations.
In the current paper, we draw upon these learning aspects in exploring the underlying mechanisms of the observed differences under different information disclosure policies. However, unlike prior studies which often impose restrictive assumptions about bidders' dynamic interaction in sequential rounds, we make inferences about bidders' strategies based on the observed bidding outcomes. In this regard, our findings also contribute to the growing literature of behavioral game theory (Camerer 2003) .
Research Setting

Research Context
We examine the identity disclosure problem in the context of the Dutch Flower Auctions (DFA). The DFA account for more than 60% of the global flower trade and generate an annual turnover of over e4 billion. More than 6,000 global suppliers involved in the dayto-day operation of this market 2 . On weekdays, 38 auction clocks which are strategically located at six sites across the country run simultaneously between 6 AM to 10 AM. On average, there are 125,000 daily transactions. The DFA use a sequential Dutch auction mechanism. They are implemented using fastpaced auction clocks displayed on an electronic board. Apart from the current asking price, each clock also contains information about the setup of the current auction (for example, monetary unit, minimum purchase units as well as bundling properties). Further, bidders can also see the information of the product under auction (for example, the name of the product, the identity of the grower, and a representative picture of the product) from the electronic board. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the clock interface.
Auctioneers in the DFA represent the growers. Thus, the primary goal of their work is to maximize the revenue. At the beginning of an auction, the auctioneer decides the starting position of the clock which corresponds to a high price of the product and sets the clock in motion. As the clock ticks down counterclockwise, each bidder can stop the clock by pressing a button indicating that she is willing to accept the price corresponding to the Figure 1 : Illustration of the auction screen. The setup of the current auction is shown on the clock whereas the product information and the upcoming schedules are shown on the right and top-left of the screen, respectively. current clock position. The first bidder who makes a bid wins. The winning bidder, whose identity is displayed on the clock screen, can select the purchase quantity (which must exceed the minimum required amount). If the winning bidder does not select the entire amount available, the clock ticks backward and restarts at a high price, and the auction continues. This process repeats until all the products get sold, or the price falls below the seller's reserve price 3 , in which case any unsold goods in that lot are destroyed. Auctioneers can influence the dynamic competition of these auctions by controlling the key auction parameters (e.g., starting prices, minimum purchase quantities, and reserve prices) as well as the information disseminated during the sequential rounds. Recent years, as more and more bidders have adopted the remote bidding application and participate in the auctions via the online channel, the information disclosure decision becomes increasingly important in the operationalization of these auctions. One one hand, the online channel allows more bidders to participate in the auctions and significantly increases the market-level uncertainty. On the other hand, the increased transparency resulting from the high adoption rate of online channel raises several concerns from both suppliers and buyers, the most salient of which is that it enables bidders to easily track their competitors' bids and adjust their bidding strategies accordingly. A straightforward way to address this concern is making the information about "who bought what at which clock" confidential, that is, removing the winner's identity from the auction clock). However, it is unclear whether and how such change would affect market performance.
Research Design
The data for this study were collected through a large-scale, quasi-natural field experiment (Shadish et al. 2002) during the last quarter of 2012 in the DFA. The treatment site was chosen randomly among the six sites, and the policy change with respect to winner's identity disclosure was implemented at a clock which auctioned chrysanthemums, the flowers in season. The experiment lasted from November 19 to December 7, 2012, during which the winner's identity was removed from the clock screen 4 . It should be noted that while none of the bidders except the winner knew who had won in each round, we as researchers could see who were the winners because such information was registered in the auctioning system and recorded in the logbook. The ability to attribute potential changes in market performance to the policy change of identity disclosure requires more than a simple before-after research design. In particular, it is necessary to demonstrate that the changes did not happen simply due to systematic changes in supply or demand over time. Fortunately, we were able to obtain data from a comparison site where the same type of flower was auctioned and bidders could always observe winners' identities throughout the eight-week study period. Figure 2 provides an overview of our research design.
The treatment site and comparison site are approximately 60 Kilometers away; each serves a large buyer population (both with three auction halls which can accommodate a total of 450 bidders at the same time). Further, the two sites have three key commonalities. First, they use the same auction format and payment rules, and the suppliers of products (cut flowers and potted plants) are largely the same as well. Second, both sites provide highquality transport and delivery services. Theoretically speaking, bidders can make a purchase from any auction site. However, in practice, bidders especially the large wholesalers often choose to buy from the auction site closest to their distribution centers 5 . This observation helps to alleviate the concern of selection bias associated with our quasi-experimental design. Third, the auctioneers at both sites have extensive experience in conducting these auctions, and there was no replacement or new hire during our study period. This enables us to disentangle the effect of the policy change from potential auctioneer effect (Lacetera et al. 2013) . 
Data
Our dataset consists of 22 attributes, two of which are bidders' real-time decision variables: price and quantity. The rest can be classified into seven broad categories: (1) product characteristics (for example, product type, stem length, bundling size, blooming scale, quality); (2) transaction timing (date and time); (3) supply-side information which includes lot size and minimum purchase quantity; (4) the precise market actors (seller identity and buyer identity); (5) logistics (stems per unit, units per trolley, and number of trolleys); (6) bidding channel (online or offline); (7) clock specification (for example, clock stand and currency unit). Table 2 gives a stylized example of a sequence of transactions from our dataset. Due to space constraint, we do not include all the 22 attributes but a set of representative attributes. In this example, a lot 6 containing 18 units gets sold. Note that the sales prices are not monotonically decreasing or increasing 7 . Also, unlike the existing studies which focus on the situation where only one unit gets sold in each round, in our case, the purchase quantity in each round can vary a lot. To control for product heterogeneity, we selected the product group with the highest transaction amount, namely, Chrysanthemum spray white/yellow GP. Since there were many growers for this product, we only included lots from 18 of them who were selling the particular flower at both sites every day during the study period. This left us a total of 31,848 transactions, with 14,570 from the treatment site and 17,278 from the comparison site.
We performed preliminary analysis to examine the market-level characteristics of both auction sites. The results are reported in Table 3 . For brevity, we use Pre-, Exp-and Postto denote the pre-, during-and post-experiment period. The average number of auctioned lots (per week) was quite stable at both sites. In terms of the number of unique (winning) bidders, there was a small decrease during the post-experiment period, which might have to do with the fact that there were only two weeks during this period (note that both pre-and during-experiment period consisted of three weeks). Additionally, we can see that the treatment site had a higher rate of online transactions (i.e., the transactions where the corresponding winning bidders participated in the auctions via the online channel) during the study period. At the auction level, we found that the average number of winning bidders per auction was quite stable at both sites throughout the study period. By contrast, the mean and standard deviation of the winning price varied significantly (p-value < 0.05) during the experiment period. Specifically, the average price increased by approximately 18% at the treatment site and 11% at the comparison site. Table 4 and 5 summarize the auction-level descriptive statistics from the treatment site and comparison site, respectively.
As we mentioned above, theoretically speaking, bidders are free to enter any auction held at the six sites in person (via offline channel) or remotely (via online channel). Thus we would like to know whether bidders had switched between the two auction sites during the study period, or perhaps they were simultaneously bidding across both sites. Note that although bidder IDs are unique in the sense that each ID at one site is typically owned and used by the same company over many years, we cannot directly compare them across different sites, because: (i) one company may own several IDs across different auction sites; (ii) the same ID number across different sites may refer to different companies. In light of this, we requested the list of the registered buyers (companies) as well as the latest allocation information of bidder IDs at the treatment and comparison site from the market maker. This allows us to map the bidder IDs observed in the transaction data from both sites to the companies. After cross-checking the winning identities and their corresponding companies, we did not find any company that was participating at both sites during the study period. However, given that only winning bids are observable in a Dutch auction, we cannot rule out the possibility that some losing bidders (thus unobservable in our data) might have participated in the auctions across the two sites. Nevertheless, the presence of these bidders is less of a concern regarding the data-generating process (Donald et al. 2006) . At the outset, these aggregate-level results suggest that withholding winners' identities has a positive impact on the auction prices. However, as we explained in the research design, such before-after comparison does not control for any potential systematic changes in the auction market. For example, it may be that there was a higher demand during the experiment period.
Empirical Analyses and Results
The Empirical Strategy
We use a difference-in-differences (DID) approach (Bertrand et al. 2004) to estimate the causal effect of the policy change in identity disclosure. By measuring the difference in differences between the treatment site and control site over time, it allows us to control for the characteristics that were unobservable to researchers but may impact the market processes and outcomes (Imbens and Wooldridge 2009) . Note that the policy change was introduced as an exogenous shock at the treatment site between November 19 to December 7, 2012. The DID approach accounts for differences in baseline levels of market performance across the two auction sites and adjusts for any potential differences that may arise due to market trends at both sites throughout the study period.
To quantify the change in auction price when winners' identities were withheld as opposed to publicly disclosed, we first estimate a fixed-effect log-linear model at the transaction level (baseline) as follows:
In Equation 1, ln(P rice) is the natural log of the winning price. i indexes each transaction, j indexes each auction, t indexes the time (week) in the study period. T reat ij , Experiment t and P ost t are dummy variables: T reat ij equals one if the transaction was from the treatment site; Experiment t equals one during the experiment period and zero otherwise; P ost t equals one during the post-experiment period and zero otherwise. X ijt a vector of control variables. Specifically, to account for product heterogeneity, we include the key product characteristics Stem Length, Bundling Condition, Blooming Stage and 17 grower dummies. To account for variation from the supply side, we include Lot Size and Minimum Purchase Quantity. In addition, we control for the day of the week for each transaction, which may have implications for the market demand. The error term ijt reflects the idiosyncratic variation in potential outcomes (i.e., log prices) that varies across transactions, auction lots and time. Our coefficient of interest is β 1 . It captures the difference in the log winning price between the treatment site and control site before and after the policy change at the treatment site.
Note that we can also replace the 5th and 6th terms in Equation 1, (i.e., Experiment t and P ost t ) by a set of more detailed week fixed effects θ t . Essentially, these week fixed effects serve as non-parametric controls for the temporal variation in winning prices that is common across both sites. This results in the following alternative model (time fixed effect model): It is worth mentioning that one of the key underlying assumptions of the DID approach is that the difference between the treatment and comparison site would remain constant over time in the absence of the treatment (Abadie 2005) . If something other than the treatment changes at one site but not the other, such parallel-trend assumption would be violated, in which case we have no guarantee that the above DID estimator is unbiased. With this in mind, we first check whether the auction price exhibits parallel trends before the policy change at the treatment site and comparison site. Following Autor (2003), we use a leads and lags model to explore the pre-experiment time trends at the two sites. Specifically, we create two lead indicator variables corresponding to the first two weeks during the pre-experiment period and three lag indicator variables corresponding to the three weeks during the experiment period. We estimate a model similar to Equation 2 that replaces Experiment t and P ost t with the two lead and three lag indicator variables. In this case, the reference group is the week immediately before the experiment period (i.e., Nov.12 -Nov.16). We find the coefficients corresponding to the two lead indicator variables are not statistically significant (p-value > 0.2). This suggests that there are no differential trends across the two sites before the experiment. Figure 3 also provide qualitative evidence of parallel trends between the unadjusted prices at the treatment site and comparison site during the three weeks before the policy change at the treatment site.
Before proceeding to the estimation results, we would like to discuss the assumption about the variance-covariance matrix of the error term ijt in Equation 1 and 2. One possibility would be assuming these errors are independent and identically distributed (IID). Unfortunately, a Breusch-Pagan test rejects the hypothesis that errors are homoskedastic across auctions (p-value < 0.001), and a Breusch-Godfrey test rejects the hypothesis of no firstorder autocorrelation (p-value < 0.001). To address the serial correlation problem (Bertrand et al. 2004 ), we use heteroskedastic-robust standard errors clustered at auction level (Angrist and Pischke 2008 ). Clustering at the auction level allows for heteroskedastic errors across auctions as well as arbitrary correlation of errors within auctions. Table 6 summarizes our main results. For the baseline model (Column 1), we can see that the coefficient of the interaction between the treatment site and the experiment period (i.e., T reatment × Experiment) is positive and significant (coefficient = 0.065, p-value = 0.001). This suggests that the average winning price was indeed higher when winners' identities were concealed from public view at the treatment site. When the policy change was revoked, the difference between the average winning price from the treatment site and comparison site is no different to what it was before the policy change. This is indicated by the coefficient of the interaction between the treatment site and the post-experiment period (i.e., T reatment × P ost), which is statistically insignificant (p-value = 0.592). Further, we note that all the control variables except for LotSize have a significant impact on the winning price. Specifically, we find the minimum purchase quantity has a negative effect. This is consistent with the findings of Lu et al. (2016) . Also, the day-of-the-week effect is quite salient: on average, the winning prices from Tuesday to Friday were significantly lower (3.7% to 11.2%) than Monday. Finally, although the results from the preliminary analysis (see Table 4 and 5) suggests there might be a difference in average winning price between the treatment and comparison site, such difference turns out to be statistically insignificant after we control for the product heterogeneity and day-of-the-week effect. The results from the time fixed effects model (Column 2) are qualitatively similar with those from the baseline model. Most importantly, the average winning price increased significantly (coefficient = 0.062, p-value = 0.001) at the treatment site during the experiment period. By contrast, the difference in winning prices between the treatment and comparison site during the post-experiment period was no different relative to the pre-experiment period. We also considered two alternative specifications, both at the auction level, to examine the effect of policy change on the winning price:
Effect of Withholding Winner's Identity on Auction Price
where AvgP rice j,t is the simple average of the winning prices in auction j at time t, and W eightedAvgP rice j,t is the weighted average which accounts for the relative purchase amount associated with each transaction. To address the concern about serial correlation, we use heteroskedastic-robust standard errors clustered at day level. Table 7 summarizes the estimation results of these alternative model specifications. To begin with, we can see that the treatment effect remains positive and significant, i.e., the average winning price increased by approximately 7% at the treatment site during the experiment period. The effects of the control variables are qualitatively similar to those observed from Table 6 , except for LotSize and StemLength. The former exhibits significant effect on the winning price based on the alternative model specifications, although such effect is of negligible magnitude (0.3%); the latter has no significant effect on the (weighted) average price at auction level.
Robustness Checks
We conducted a series of checks to assess the robustness of the observed effect. To start with, we performed a falsification test to examine the possibility that the observed effect of policy change is due to spurious correlations. To do so, we randomly indicated which transactions were from the treatment site and re-estimated Equation 2. Because T reat ij is replaced by a new dummy variable which does not reflect the reality of whether transaction i was from a treatment or comparison site, we expect the coefficient which captures the true treatment effect to be insignificant. We ran 100 falsification regressions using the above randomization procedure and found in no instance that the treatment effect is statistically significant. This helps alleviate the concern that the observed treatment effect from Table 6 is pure coincidence.
Further, we note that not all the bidders participated in the auctions every day during the study period. This observation leads to the concern that the observed change in the winning price may be due to bidder heterogeneity across the three different periods. For example, if the bidders participating in the auctions at the treatment site during the experiment period happened to have much higher valuations than those participating in the auctions before or after the experiment period, the change in the winning price might be due to the idiosyncratic shocks in bidders' private valuations rather than the withholding of winner's identity. Alternatively, if the bidders exposed to the treatment condition varied from week to week, the observed difference in the winning price may be due to the so-called Hawthorne effect or novelty effect (Adair 1984) . To investigate these alternative explanations to our main finding, we created two sub-samples which include only the transactions from bidders who had participated in the auctions throughout the eight-week study period at the treatment site and comparison site, respectively. As we did not find any bidders who had switched from one auction site to the other during the study period (see discussion in the preliminary analysis of the data in Section 4), we then merged the two sub-samples and re-estimated Equation 1 and 2 on this combined sample. If the price change were mainly due to private shocks or Hawthorne effect, we would expect to see a significant reduction in the magnitude of the treatment effect. The results presented in Table 8 show that the treatment effect remains positive and significant, and the estimated coefficients are qualitatively similar to the ones shown in Table 6 . Such observation provides evidence against the aforementioned alternative explanations. Finally, we also investigated whether the treatment effect varies across the market channels. Note that compared to online bidders, offline (onsite) bidders can also acquire market state information (Koppius 2002 ) through implicit or explicit verbal communications in the auction hall. As such, they may have an informational advantage in the bidding competition. If this were the case, one would expect to see a significant difference in the magnitude of the treatment effect between offline and online bidders. With this in mind, we re-estimated Equation 2 for transactions 8 via the offline (onsite) and online channel, separately. The results are shown in Table 9 , and they are largely consistent with the full sample estimates 9 presented in Table 6 . 
Effect of Withholding Winner's Identity on Price Dynamics
Given the conflicting results on price trends in sequential auctions (see Section 2.2), we would like to find out whether withholding winner's identity has any impact on the price dynamics.
To begin with, we plotted the price trend during pre-, during-and post-experiment period, respectively. Given the heterogeneity across different auctions, we normalized the prices from the same auction with respect to the price in the first round of that auction. Figure 4 depicts the price trends. The rank number in the horizontal axis denotes the rank of a transaction. For example, if a transaction was made in the 2nd round, the rank number is 2. The vertical bar denotes one standard deviation of the normalized prices in each round. Overall, we can see that the winning price exhibits a declining trend in all the three time periods. However, such trend seems to get mitigated during the experiment period. Specifically, the mean values of the normalized prices in the subsequent rounds are higher during the experiment period than those observed during the pre-and post-experiment period. Further, we can find that the variances of the normalized prices decrease considerably during the experiment period. Note that although Figure 4 provides qualitative evidence that withholding winner's identity can mitigate the price declining trend in sequential rounds, such result could be misleading since we have not controlled for any potential confounding factors. To measure the treatment effect on price dynamics, we adapt the model from the seminal work of Van den Berg et al. (2001) which also looks at the sequential sales at the DFA:
In Equation 5, j indexes each auction, k indexes the rank within auction j, and t indexes the time. Available k,j stands for the available units before the k-th transaction at auction j.
Experiment t is a dummy variable which equals one during the experiment period and zero otherwise. Our coefficient of interest is µ 3 , as it captures the main effect of the policy change during the experiment period on the price dynamics in sequential rounds. The dependent variable is the difference of log prices in consecutive rounds. As discussed in Van den Berg et al. (2001) , this comes with two benefits. First, it controls for potential confounding factors that influence the length (the maximum of the rank number) of an auction and the transaction prices simultaneously. Second, it addresses the potential correlation of prices within a given auction, as well as the observed or unobserved heterogeneity across different auctions, both of which may result in biased estimation. To account for the potential curvilinear relationship between the rank number and the dependent variable, we also estimate an alternative model as follows:
In both specifications (with and without the quadratic term), our coefficient of interest is µ 3 , as it captures the impact of the policy change on the variation of prices in sequential rounds. We estimated Model (5) and Model (6) using data from the treatment site 10 . The results are presented in Table 10 . The estimates of the coefficients largely confirm our observations from Figure 4 . Specifically, under both specifications, the estimated coefficient of the intercept is negative and significant (coefficient ≈ −0.025, p-value < 0.001), suggesting that there is indeed a declining trend in price. The coefficient corresponding to the treatment effect (i.e., Experiment) is positive and significant (coefficient = 0.011, p-value < 0.001), indicating that withholding winner's identity has a mitigation effect on the price declining trend. Further, we note that the magnitude of the price decline tends to decrease over time (i.e., the coefficient for Rank is positive and significant), and the treatment does not impact such relationship (i.e., the coefficient forExperiment×Rank is not statistically significant). Before moving to the investigation of the potential mechanisms that may have led to our findings, we would like to discuss the economic significance of the observed treatment effects briefly. First, we consider the effects on the expected revenue. The difference-in-differences analyses above reveal that all else being equal, withholding winner's identity increases the winning price at the auction level by approximately 7% (see Column 2 in Table 7 ). For chrysanthemums alone, for which the current annual turnover is about e300 million, such increase implies an extra e20 million in the expected revenue. Another way to benchmark the observed effect is to compare our estimated effects with results from the prior literature on the optimal design of auctions. Specifically, it is interesting to see how much difference a good information disclosure policy can make relative to setting optimal pricing mechanisms in similar environments. Using counterfactual simulations based on advertiser bidding data from Microsoft Advertising Exchange, Celis et al. (2014) demonstrate a hybrid mechanism, buy-it-now or take-a-chance, can increase the expected revenue by 4.4%. This indicates that the revenue effect that we find in the experiment are comparable to the potential benefits of optimizing the current auction mechanism. Finally, it is worthwhile to mention that the increased stability of price in sequential rounds is good news for both suppliers and buyers in the market. In fact, one of the primary goals for the market maker behind these auctions is to have a stable price-setting mechanism 11 .
Understanding the Effects of Identity Withholding
In the previous section, we used the DID approach to show that the policy change (i.e., withholding winner's identity) could increase the winning price in the sequential auctions of the DFA by approximately 6% at the transaction level. In this section, we complement these analyses by exploring why withholding winner's identity would lead to such price increase.
Based on the review of the prior literature on information disclosure and sequential auctions, we consider two potential mechanisms. First, since bidders in this market have been competing in these auctions repeatedly for a long period, some bidders, especially the large ones, may have the incentive to implicitly coordinate their bids and engage in tacit collusion (Bajari and Yeo 2009, Sherstyuk and Dulatre 2008) . The public disclosure of winner's identity could serve as an effective coordinating tool on a collusive outcome (Harrington 2012) , as it allows cartel members to identify the defecting ones. Therefore, the price increase may be attributed to the mitigation of tacit collusion resulting from the identity withholding policy.
A second potential mechanism is that withholding winner's identity disrupts bidders' imitation heuristic and deters strategic bid shading (Zeithammer 2007) . Imitation is an attractive heuristic when decision makers -for example, bidders in the DFA -have little information about the strategic environment but can observe others' success. When using such heuristic, a bidder would refer to a subset of his competitors, i.e., fellow competitors, and imitate the strategy of the most successful one (Schlag 1998 . Note that public disclosure of winner's identity information is critical to the use of the imitation heuristic: without such information, bidders are not able to tell whether a winner from the previous round is from his reference group. As a result, bidders are more likely to blindly follow the crowd, which could partly explain the increased price stability observed in Section 5.4.
Note that empirically separating the two explanations is a challenging task given that they are not mutually exclusive of one another. With this in mind, we attempt to find out which of them may serve as a better explanation. Specifically, if the leading explanation is the mitigation of tacit collusion, we would see a differential increase in the average price paid by the collusive bidders. By contrast, if the leading explanation is the disruption of the imitation heuristic, we would see a differential increase in the average price paid by the 11 See https://www.royalfloraholland.com/en/ for more details about the current initiatives taken by the market makers in the DFA imitating bidders.
Mitigation of Tacit Collusion
To examine whether withholding winner's identity has differential effect on collusive and noncollusive bidders, we first need to differentiate these two types of bidders. Unfortunately, current literature on tacit collusion does not provide clear guidance to distinguish collusive bids from non-collusive bids (Bajari and Yeo 2009) . In light of this, we propose a descriptive method to detect potential bid rotation (i.e., one of the cartel members is bidding on behalf of others) at the treatment site by examining the variation of bidder's behavioral patterns (reflected in the transaction data) between the pre-experiment and experiment period. As such, we focus on the bidders who were actively bidding throughout this 6-week time frame, i.e., 288 bidders at the treatment site and 334 bidders at the comparison site.
For both the treatment and control site, we first calculated the co-occurrence frequency of any two active bidders -the frequency that the two won in the same auction -during the pre-experiment and experiment period, respectively. If two bidders at the treatment site were colluding via bid rotation during the pre-experiment period, we would expect to observe an increase of their co-occurrence frequency during the experiment period, as the treatment -withholding winner's identity -makes it difficult or impossible to identify defectors. Following this rationale, we select the pairs which exhibited substantial increase in their co-occurrence frequency from the pre-experiment to experiment period. This results in 59 suspected colluders at the treatment site. For the comparison site, we also selected the bidder pairs which exhibited the most significant increase in the co-occurrence frequency from the pre-experiment to experiment period. However, unlike the treatment site, the 66 bidders found in these pairs were unlikely to have engaged in bid rotation, because if they had, the co-occurrence frequency associated with these bidders would remain low (the winner's ID was visible and thereby could still be used to maintain the cartel).
We then estimate the following fixed-effect log-linear model at the transaction level on the sub-sample which consists transactions from active bidders during pre-experiment and experiment period:
, CoOccurrenceP lus ij is a dummy variable which equals one if the transaction was made by a bidder among one of those 125 (= 59 + 66) bidders mentioned above (i.e., bidders involved in pairs which associated with a substantial increase of co-occurrence frequency) and zero otherwise. All other variables remain the same as in Equation 2. Table 11 presents the estimation results. The coefficient of the three-way interaction term (Treatment×Experiment ×CoOccurrencePlus) is not significant (p-value = 0.264), whereas the coefficient for the main treatment effect (Treatment×Experiment) remains positive and significant (coefficient = 0.06, p-value = 0.001). We note that if the treatment effect were mainly due to the mitigation of tacit collusion, we would expect the coefficient for the threeway interaction term to be positive and significant. However, this is not the case. 
Disruption of Imitation Heuristic
Similar as above, to assess whether withholding winner's identity has a differential effect on the price paid by a bidder who initially relied on imitation heuristic and one who did not, we first need to identify the imitating bidders -bidders who repeatedly followed a small subset of their competitors. Intuitively, if two bidders, a and b, frequently won in the same auction (not necessarily in consecutive rounds), and a always won after b, it is likely that a was imitating b. Further, we note that an essential prerequisite for the imitation heuristic is that bidders can identify their fellow competitors -the ones worthwhile to imitate. Hence we would expect to find a significant difference in the bidding pattern of an imitating bidder between the pre-experiment and experiment period. Specifically, while the dyadic, followerfollowee pairs associated with any imitating bidder (i.e., "follower") would involve a small, fixed subset of competitors (i.e., "followees") during the pre-experiment period, such dyadic pairs would include a random subset of competitors during the experiment period. In other words, the dispersion of the occurrence of the directed dyads, which is measured by the ratio of the standard deviation and mean of the occurrence of these dyads, would be smaller during the experiment period than the pre-experiment period. Following this rationale, we calculated the decrease in the dispersion from the pre-experiment to experiment period for the active bidders during this 6-week time window, and ranked these bidders with respect to this measure (i.e., decrease in the dispersion). Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of active bidders at the treatment site where a positive value in the x-axis indicates a decrease in the dispersion whereas a negative value an increase in the dispersion (from the pre-experiment to experiment period). For both the treatment and comparison site, we picked the top 20% bidders associated with the highest decrease in the dispersion, 58 from the treatment site and 67 from the comparison site. It should be noted, as in the above discussion of tacit collusion, that while the 58 bidders from the treatment site were likely to be imitating bidders, the 67 bidders from the comparison site were unlikely to have followed such heuristic.
We estimate a model similar to Equation 7 that replaces the dummy variable CoOccurrenceP lus with a new dummy variable DispersionM inus which equals one if the transaction was made by one of the 125 bidders (i.t., those who were associated with a substantial decrease of dispersion) and zero otherwise. The estimation results are presented in Table 12 . The coefficient of the three-way interaction term (T reatment × Experiment × DispersionM inus) is positive (0.047) and significant (p-value=0.001), suggesting that bidders who relied on imitative heuristics were paying significantly more than others under the treatment condition. Further, we note that the same bidders from the treatment site were, all else being equal, paying less prior to the experiment, suggesting that the imitative heuristic worked well for them at that time. Such finding lends support to the hypothesis that the price increase may primarily stem from the disruption of imitation heuristic. Imitative Bidders Figure 5 : Distribution of the change in dispersion at the treatment site. The occurrence of the directed dyads for bidders on the right side is less dispersed (more random) during the experiment period than the pre-/post-experiment period.
Discussion
Since Milgrom and Weber (1982) 's seminal paper, the linkage principle -sellers can increase the expected revenue by disclosing more information -has long been used as the guide to auction design. However, prior studies from both lab and field provide mixed results. In this study, we empirically show that sellers do not necessarily benefit from the commitment to disclosing all the available information and thereby challenges the common wisdom that the more information, the better. Specifically, we show that withholding winner's identity in sequential auctions can significant increase the average price and thereby raise the seller's revenue. Previous studies examining the information disclosure problem are largely based on gametheoretical models with strong assumptions (e.g., bidders are fully rational) or controlled lab experiments where bidders do not possess much experience. We, on the other hand, bring the richness of real-world operation environments while maintaining a high level of control through a quasi-natural field experiment design, combined with a difference-in-differences identification strategy.
While our primary goal of this study is to examine the effects of the policy change in identity closure on market performance, we also provide a theoretical explanation why bidders would pay higher prices when winners' identities were concealed. Specifically, given the complexity of the bidding problem and the extreme time pressure, the public disclosure of winners' identities allows bidders to follow a simple heuristic, i.e., imitating the successful winners from certain reference groups in previous rounds and strategically shade their bids. Withholding winner's identity makes it difficult for bidders to keep track of the members from their reference groups and thereby disrupt such imitation heuristic.
Contribution
The current paper makes several contributions to the literature on information disclosure in complex markets. First, despite the growing interest in the information disclosure problem in online auction markets, most of the existing research has restricted attention to the choice of bid visibility by comparing the performance of open and sealed-bid auctions. By examining the role of competitors' identity information on bidding processes and outcomes, our study complements the existing literature and improves our understanding of the way that different information elements could jointly shape the dynamic interactions in auction markets. Specifically, our empirical results suggest that in real-world sequential auctions, bidders' inferences of the market trend are not merely based on the revealed prices in previous rounds, but also the revealed winners' information. In other words, the price system does facilitate the information aggregation in the market. However, it does this imperfectly.
Second, we conducted a large-scale field experiment to examine the performance of alternative information disclosure policies in a dynamic, complex B2B market where exchanges of goods are facilitated through sequential Dutch auctions. While the importance of field work has been well acknowledged (Athey et al. 2011) , current research has primarily focused on single-unit auctions (Cho et al. 2014, Tadelis and Zettelmeyer 2015) . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study which examines the information disclosure problem in sequential auctions using field data.
Third, we find that withholding winner's identity can significantly mitigate the declining price trend in sequential rounds. Further, by exploring the bidding heuristics in the field setting with professional bidders, we provide empirical evidence that the declining trend can be attributed, to a large extent, to bidders' adaptive learning (Jeitschko 1998) . These results shed new light on the well-known declining price anomaly in sequential auctions (Van den Berg et al. 2001) .
Finally, our study adds to the literature on behavioral biases in complex decision environments. While extensive research has shown that bidders' behaviors systematically deviate from theoretical predictions and they are not making the best responses (Bichler et al. 2010) , there is limited understanding about how bidders handle different levels of complexity and time-pressure in real-world environments. Drawing upon the recent literature on behavioral economics (Gigerenzer and Selten 2002, Weibull 1997) , we find that bidders are likely to use imitation heuristic in sequential auctions when winner's identity is publicly disclosed.
Implication
Our study also provides useful implications for practitioners. First, our finding confirms that information feedback in repeated competition has a significant impact on the outcome (Ockenfels and Selten 2005). In particular, given our finding that withholding winner's identity can raise seller's expected revenue in sequential auctions, we suggest that market designers should be cautious in following the conventional wisdom about information disclosure. Instead, any decision should be grounded on a systematic investigation of the potential impact on the market processes, especially the dynamic interaction between different market participants.
Second, our results suggest that adjustments or changes in the information disclosure policy can have different effects on market participants' strategic behaviors, even if they are equally experienced and knowledgeable. As a result, market makers (e.g., auctioneers) need to closely monitor the composition of the participant population, and adapt the information disclosure policy accordingly. Further, given that humans tend to rely on heuristics (e.g., imitation heuristic) instead of the theoretically sound optimal strategies in complex environments, it is important to account for the various behavioral biases when making policy changes.
Third, in the empirical setting of the DFA, despite the various initiatives enabled by the technological developments, the auction house still embraces traditions going back more than a century, and its methods have changed little. The results from the current study suggest the current auction rules on and information disclosure has ample room for improvement. Specifically, we show that by removing the winner's identity from the auction clock, auctioneers can increase the average price by approximately 6%. Such policy change can also effectively mitigates the declining price and thereby increase the price stability in the market. In addition, given the observed effects of the control variables, for example, day-of-the-week and minimum purchase quantity, auctioneers could leverage the rich historical data from daily transactions as well as well-designed experiments to optimize the pricing rules as well as the market processes.
To this point, we would like to point out that although the current study mainly focuses on the DFA, the results also provide insights to practitioners in other B2B markets. Specifically, for many procurement auctions, the disclosure of competitors' identities also play a critical role. Thus the current study can serve as a useful starting point for future work in investigating information disclosure issues in these markets.
Finally, as Nobel Laureate Alvin Roth writes, "market design involves a responsibility for detail, a need to deal with all of a market's complications, not just its principle features" (Roth 2002, p. 1) . The empirical findings from the current study suggest that there are important dynamics at play in the sequential auctions that are not captured by the classic framework of auction design. From the market design perspective, this highlights the need for experimentation, or more broadly, a data-drive approach in optimizing the design of real-world auctions.
Limitation and Future Work
The current study bears several limitations and offers opportunities for future work. First, we could not account for the potential complementarity or substitutability of different products in the causal inferences with the current data. If there were a demand shock of another product which serves as a complement to the product chosen in our analyses, it would have led to an overestimation of the actual effect of the policy change. Fortunately, we were reassured by the market makers that there was no such demand shock during our study period. Therefore, this is not a big concern in this paper. Nevertheless, future work can take transaction data from multiple types of products to account for the potential complementarity and verify the robustness of our results.
Second, our empirical analysis has focused on the role of different identity disclosure policies on the bidding competition in the auction market. Given that these are B2B auctions, it is also interesting to see how the policy change impacts the post-auction trades. For example, when winners' identities are not publicly disclosed, it becomes much more difficult for the customers in the down-stream market to track the original purchasing prices in the auction market even if they have online access to view the real-time auctions. This may allow bidders to increase his profit margin and thereby affect his bidding strategies in the auctions. An integrated model which takes into account the post-auction competition in the down-stream market can be very helpful in understanding the impact of different disclosure policies in the whole supply chain.
Third, in the current study, we have explored two alternative mechanisms that may serve as the leading explanations to the observed treatment effect. However, there might be other mechanisms that could drive the observed effect. While it is challenging to identify the exact mechanism or disentangle different potential mechanisms with our current data, we do believe that a full treatment of this subject would be a very promising direction for future work.
